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n on Saturday 02 November 2012 15:21:18 This is a portable version of the iostat application, includes multiple support, the fastest time is now 0.06 seconds, not wasted time. I was sitting to write a portable program that can get the CPUs of the system, with the focus of write a portable solution, the following problems i have to solve: 1) No way to tell what file and what PID. 2) The program is for 64
bit architecture. 3) No support to get the internal information of the CPU. 4) No support for kernels other than Linux. 5) No support for Windows systems. 6) Many other 32 and 64 bits support the program. The solution i think is not viable, but i give it a try. All systems with different support 64 bit. Linux kernel 2.6.36 or above. Problem: How to get information for the CPU? If i use lscpu command,
everything works fine, but my intention is to not depend on any kernel, because the changes are not so much and i can keep in the code with some constants for define the columns. Problem: The name of the process and the PID of each process. With lscpu command, you can use only the first 6 columns, but it doesn't have information of the 6 last columns. Problem: I can get the list of processes
running on the system, but if i try to get the PID of a process, the system return a value which i do not understand. lsof command returns a list of the PID of all processes in the system, but i didn't find any documentation which explain how to manage this list to get the PID of a process. lsof returns the PIDs of all processes that were opened by a particular file, but i can't use the command to get the
PID of a specific file. Problem: The commands i use to get the CPU usage, are too slow and it wastes too much time. The commands i use to get the CPU are: I use uptime as variable, to get the total elapsed time of the system. I use a while loop and I use the uptime to count the number of cycles. Once i have the total of cycles, i divide the total cycles by the CPU usage, to get 82157476af
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